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GUNS AND TANKS

(By an officer of a Field Regiment, Royal Artillery, who has served

in Italian East Africa and Libya).

I have often heard it said that this is a war of artillery and tanks.

In General Auchinleck's offensive in the Western Desert, by merely counting
from memory on my fingers, I made a list of nearly seven hundred guns, and yet
the first thing I heard after the battle had been raging for about a fortnight
was "We must have more guns". They were of all sizes from 6" Howitzers down to

2-Pdrs. but the best was the 25-Pdr., a gun which only made its appearance in

the Middle East after the war had been in progress for nearly a year. To look

at, it's a small and insignificant weapon; the "bore" is only 3 1/2 inches in

diameter and sitting on its low, rubber-shod wheels, it looks little better than

a larger edition of the 2-Pdr. anti-tank gun. But in spite of its small size

it can throw twenty-five pounds of steel and high explosive a distance of nearly

eight miles.

At the beginning of the Ear my Regiment had not got the real 25-Pdr; all we

had were old 18-Pdrs. bored out and strengthned so as to take the 25-Pdr.

ammunition. They were good guns and did us well, but they were not strong

enough to withstand the discharge of "super" cartridges. This meant that we

could only achieve a maximum range of eleven thousand yards instead of the full

thirteen and a half. We took those guns to Keren and in six weeks we fired

nearly seven thousand shells. At the end, the barrels were still almost as

good as new. The gears in the apparatus for traversing and elevating the

"piece" were so worn, however, that sometimes the shells landed very wide of the

target. At the end of the battle you could catch hold of the muzzles and waggle

them up and down. On the mountainous battle-fields of Eritrea this might well

have endangered the lives of our own soldiers. We had to fire over the enormous

bulk of Cameron Ridge and our positions were such that the shells passed only a

few feet over the heads of the infantry, I once stood in the front line and

found myself ducking as our own shells whistled past; it felt exactly as if I

could put up my hand and catch them as they went by.

As soon as we got back to Egypt at the close of the Keren campaign, we were

issued with brand new guns, which we appropriated from another Regiment.

The shells had a vicious kick about them, which both the Germans and Italians

dislike intensely. This is chiefly due to the fuse which is the finest in the

world. The fuse explodes the shell when it lands on the target and can he so

arranged that it either goes off instantaneously or has a very slightly delayed

action. This delay is only a fraction of a second, but the shell is travelling

at a considerable speed when it lands and a "delay" of a tenth of a second is

quite sufficient to allow the shell to penetrate before it bursts.

When the shell is to be used against men, an instantaneous fuse is fitted

and the shell bursts the moment it touches the ground. The crater made is

negligible and the shell breaks up into thousands of small jagged fragments wh-

which are then scattered over a wide area. From the 25-Pdr. the splinters all

fly low - only about six feet above the ground and. any man within a circle of a

hundred yards from the burst is liable to be hit. The fragments are mostly small

and wickedly sharp. In a shoot against a barbed wire entanglement I have seen

an iron picket cut in two by a splinter no bigger than a man's thumb; it was
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not merely broken, but cut clean through like a piece of cheese.

When the gun is used for purely destructive purposes, a slightly delayed
fuse is employed which allows the shell to penetrate a short way into earth or

the side of a building before it bursts. When it does explode, it makes a big
crater and in doing so tears away a large part of the target, but the danger to

troops is very much reduced.

It is not usual for Regiments in the field to be issued with delay action

fuses; shoots are left, to medium guns such as the 6" How. We found,
however, that we could very easily improvise. When issued, the nose of the shell

is covered by a small metal cap which protects the striker of the fuse. Normally,
the cap is removed before the shell is loaded into the gun; if the shell is fired

with the cap still in position there is a very slight "delay" at the other end

while the cap is smashed by the impact and the striker driven home. At Keren,
where the Italians were entrenched behind strong rock hangars, so long as we used

the ordinary fuse, the enemy merely laughed. But when we started sending over

shells with the caps on it was a very different story. A salvo of four rounds

could then make a very nasty mess of their rocky funk-holes.

As an anti-tank weapon the 235Pdr. is excellent. Its disadvantages arc that

it is drawn by a separate vehicle, takes-several minutes after being halted to

come into action, and is not a true quick-firer. Average firing speed, is three

rounds per minute while the long term maximum is only five. It is possible to get
off eight rounds in the minute for short periods, but this puts such a strain on

the detachments that it cannot be maintained. Nevertheless, the enemy will never

attack a battery from the front unless he has an overwhelming number of tanks and

even then he is better pleased if the guns can be "Stuka-ed" while the tanks are

advancing.

Per tank shooting, a few rounds of solid shot are issued to each gun. The

shell is a sharply-pointed chunk of steel with a tracer pellet at the base end.

At under a thousand yards it will penetrate almost anything, but to open fire at

greater distances is usually a waste of time. As the tanks come lumbering
towards the guns, each "Number One" picks his bird; and when the layer has got

his sights accurately aligned on his target he has to wait for it to come within

range. Eight hundred yards is the maximum, if it is to be a case of "one round -
one tank". Every tank has to be a dead one since eight hundred yards gives very

little time to reload and fire again. But with a well trained crew, a tank

head-on at 800 yards is child's play.

At Capuzzo in June, 1941, the Germans launched their tanks time after time at

the small British force of one Infantry battalion supported by a battery of

artillery and every time they were driven off by the guns. Indeed, we could not

persuade the enemy to close and he nearly always turned away before coming within

range. On the only occasion when ho did come close enough, he paid dearly for it.

About twenty tanks came charging up through the dust and mirage and quietly the

gunners waited. Six hundred yards was the range this time, and we meant to warn

the enemy off once and for all. As the loading line of tanks came into range,

six of the guns fired with one simultaneous roar. Immediately three of the tanks

bursts into flames, two others were hit and damaged and the rest bolted, licked to

a splinter. The Panzers had shot their bolt and an hour later they handed over

to the Luftwaffe, Sixteen Stukas gave the fort a terrific pasting, each plane

diving to within a hundred feet of the ground and loosing off one big bomb

flanked by two smaller ones. They managed to damage some of our towing vehicles

by puncturing their tyres; but with the guns themselves, they had no more success

than had the tanks.

The ration of solid shot was small for the tank battles which were continually

taking place in the Desert, so again we had to improvise. We used H.E. shells

with the caps on the fuses. This was almost as effective as the solid bullet,

and there is a story, that in an attack outside Tobruk a gun hit a German Mark IV

tank with H.E.; and the shell, after going in at one side and out the other,

penetrated a second tank and burst inside it.
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Early in May, 1941, the Germans made a strong reconnaissance over the

Egyptian frontier to find out what we were doing. A detachment of about

thirty of their tanks met four guns of a Horse Artillery Battery and a fierce

battle ensued. The gunners were hopelessly outnumbered. One after another

the guns were put out of action and the crews either killed or wounded. In

the end the major who was in command of the troop evacuated all the wounded

and was left with two N.C.Os. to man the one remaining gun. He was captured

after "killing” or damaging fourteen enemy tanks.

I believe the 25-Pdr. is the finest weapon in tho British Army and the

best field gun in the world.

WAR OFFICE
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